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Evolocumab plus statin triggered plaque regression
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below 70 mg/ dL showed IVUS evidence of plaque
regression, compared with 48% of those on statin
monotherapy. For those whose baseline LDL level
was below 70 mg/ dL and who remained on statin
monotherapy, there was no change in atheroma volume over time.
No signals of any safety concerns arose in the
group on a statin plus evolocumab. Of particular
interest, there was no increase in new—onset diabetes, neurocognitive dysfunction, or myalgia in patients given dual therapy, compared with patients
on a statin alone.
Discussant Raul D. Santos, MD, said the GLAGOV findings “suggest the start of a new era in
lipid management.” Dr. Santos, of the University
of Sao Paolo, Brazil, noted that GLAGOV wasn’t
powered to provide evidence of long—term safety
or of hard clinical endpoints such as acute MI. For
those outcomes, physicians must await the soonto—come results of the nearly 28,000—patient FOURIER clinical outcomes trial.
The GLAGOV trial was sponsored by Amgen, the
maker of evolocumab.
Dr. Santos reported serving as a consultant to and
paid researcher for the company. Dr. Nissen reported serving as a consultant to Amgen and several
other companies; any resultant consultant fees are
directly paid to charities. Dr. Nicholls reported receiving research support from and serving as a consultant to Amgen and several other drug companies.
The GLAGOV results were published on.é..line (JAMA. 2016 Nov15.doi: 10.1001/
jama.2016.16951).
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